This paper presents the use of a genetic algorithm and genetic programming for the enhancement of an automatic fingerprint identification system (AFIS). The recognition engine within the original system functions by transforming the input fingerprint into a feature vector or fingercode using a Gabor filter bank and attempting to create the best match between the input fingercode and the database fingercodes. A decision to either accept or reject the input fingerprint is then carried out based upon whether the norm of the difference between the input fingercode and the best-matching database fingercode is within the threshold or not. The efficacy of the system is in general determined from the combined true acceptance and true rejection rates. In this investigation, a genetic algorithm is applied during the pruning of the fingercode while the search by genetic programming is executed for the purpose of creating a mathematical function that can be used as an alternative to the norm operator. The results indicate that with the use of both genetic algorithm and genetic programming the system performance has improved significantly.
INTRODUCTION
Biometrics is an automated technique for identifying an individual based upon his or her physical or behavioural characteristics. The physical characteristics that are generally utilised as biometrics cover faces, retinae, irises, fingerprints and hand geometry while the behavioural characteristics that can be used include handwritten signatures and voiceprints. Among various biometrics, fingerprint-based identification is the most mature and proven technique. A fingerprint is made up from patterns of ridges and furrows on the surface of a finger [1] . The uniqueness of a fingerprint can be explained via (a) the overall pattern of ridges and furrows and (b) the local ridge anomalies called minutiae points such as a ridge bifurcation and a ridge ending. As fingerprint sensors are nowadays getting smaller and cheaper, automatic fingerprint identification systems (AFISs) have become popular alternatives or complements to traditional identification methods. Examples of applications that have adopted an AFIS are ranging from security control with a relatively small database to criminal identification with a large database.
Research in the area of fingerprint-based identification can be divided into two categories: fingerprint classification and fingerprint recognition. The purpose of classification is to cluster a database of fingerprints into sub-categories where the sub-categories are in general defined according to a Henry system [2] . Several techniques including syntactic approaches [3] , structural approaches [4] , neural network approaches [5] and statistical approaches [6] have been successfully used in fingerprint classification. In contrast, the purpose of recognition is to match the fingerprint of interest to the identity of an individual. A fingerprint recognition system is widely used in security-related applications including personnel identification and access control. For the purpose of access control, the goal of recognition is (a) to identify correctly a system user from the input fingerprint and grant him or her an appropriate access and (b) to reject non-users or intruders. Various techniques including minutiae-based approaches [7] and texturebased approaches [8] have been applied to fingerprint recognition. Among these techniques, the approach involving the transformation of a fingerprint into a fingercode [8] has received much attention in recent years. In brief, a fingerprint is transformed via a Gabor filter-based algorithm where the resulting feature vector or fingercode is a fixed length string that is capable of capturing both local and global details in a fingerprint. The fingerprint recognition is then achieved by matching the fingercode interested with that in the database via a vector distance measurement. Since the fingerprint is now represented by a unique fixed length vector and the matching mechanism is carried out through a vector operation, this approach has proven to be reliable, fast and requiring a small database storage.
Although a number of impressive results have been reported in Jain et al. [8] , the recognition capability of the fingercode system can be further enhanced. One possible approach to improve the system is to modify the fingercode using a feature pruning technique. In most pattern recognition applications, the original feature vector is often found to be containing a number of redundant features. Once these features are removed, the recognition efficacy is in general maintained or improved in some cases. The most direct advantage for pruning the fingercode is the reduction in the database storage requirement. The candidate technique for pruning the fingercode is a genetic algorithm [9] where the decision variables indicate the presence and absence of features while the optimisation objective is the recognition efficacy. In addition to the feature pruning approach, the recognition system can also be improved by modifying the fingercode matching mechanism. In the original work by Jain et al. [8] , a vector distance between the input fingercode and the database fingercode is used to provide the degree of matching. As a result, the distance value from each feature will contribute equally to the judgment on how well two fingercodes match one another. In this investigation, the mathematical structure for obtaining the distance and the level of contribution from each feature will be manipulated and explored using a genetic programming technique [10] . This part of the investigation is carried out in order to further increase the recognition capability of the system from that achieved after the feature pruning.
The organisation of this paper is as follows. In section 2, a brief explanation on the original fingercode system will be given. This also includes the description of the fingercode, which is the feature vector, and the matching mechanism. The application of the genetic algorithm on the feature pruning and the results will be discussed in section 3. Following that, the use of the genetic programming in matching mechanism modification and the results will be given in section 4.
FINGERCODE SYSTEM
The fingercode system developed by Jain et al. [8] consists of two major stages: filter-based feature extraction and fingercode matching stages. These two components are explained as follows.
Filter-Based Feature Extraction
There are three main steps in the feature extraction process described in Jain et al. [8] : (a) determination of a reference frame from the fingerprint image, (b) filtering the image using a Gabor filter bank and (c) computation of the standard deviation of pixel values in sectors around the reference point in the filtered image to obtain a feature vector or fingercode. Firstly, the point of maximum curvature of ridges in the fingerprint image is initially located as the reference point. The reference axis is then defined as the axis of local symmetry at the reference point. Next, the region of interest is identified; the region is composed of n concentric bands around the reference point where each band is segmented into k sectors. In this paper, eight concentric bands are used and there are 16 sectors in each band. Thus there are a total of 16 × 8 = 128 sectors in the region of interest as shown in Figure 1 . The region of interest is filtered using a Gabor filter [11] where the standard deviation of filtered pixels within each sector is subsequently used as a feature in the fingercode. With the use of eight Gabor filters per one fingerprint image, the total number of features in a fingercode for this paper is 8 × 128 = 1,024.
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Fig.1: (a) The Reference Axis (b)The Reference Point (×), and the Region of Interest, which Consists of 128 Sectors

Fingercode Matching
After a feature vector or fingercode has been extracted from the input fingerprint, an attempt to identify the best match between the fingercode obtained and that in the database is carried out. The best-matching fingercode from the database will be the one where a norm of the distance between itself and the input fingercode is minimal. In this paper, a 1-norm is used in the distance measurement. It is noted that other norms such as a Euclidean norm and an infinite-norm can also be used. The fingerprint recognition can then be carried out via comparing the best-matching norm with a threshold. If the norm is less than or equal to the threshold, the recognition will identify the input fingerprint as being a part of the database and hence belongs to one of the system users. On the other hand, if the norm exceeds the threshold, the system will reject the input fingerprint and decide that the fingerprint belongs to an intruder.
The efficacy of the fingercode system can be determined from the correctness of the system output after the matching procedure. False output from the system can generally be divided into two categories: a false acceptance and a false rejection. A false acceptance refers to the situation when the system identifies an input fingerprint as belonging to one of the users while in fact the fingerprint belongs to either another user or an intruder. In contrast, a false rejection refers to the case where the system falsely identifies an input fingerprint as belonging to an intruder while the fingerprint actually comes from one of the users. Hence, the system efficacy can be expressed in terms of the combined true acceptance and true rejection rates, a false acceptance rate (FAR) and a false rejection rate (FRR). In the following two sections, the improvement of the fingercode system by means of genetic algorithm and genetic programming searches will be given.
FEATURE PRUNING USING A GENETIC ALGORITHM AND DISCUSSIONS
An attempt on reducing the number of features in a fingercode using a genetic algorithm is made. The decision variables for the optimisation cover the presence and absence of features in the fingercode. The decision variables can thus be represented by a binary chromosome where '1' represents the presence of a feature whilst '0' signifies the absence of a feature. In this investigation, there are 1,024 features in the fingercode. As a result, the chromosome length is also equal to 1,024 bits. Since the size of the reduced feature vector can vary during the optimisation process, the value of threshold required for the decision made by the recognition system has to also be modified accordingly. In this paper, a 1-norm is used during the feature matching procedure. The threshold can thus be set such that it is linearly proportional to the number of remaining features in the fingercode after pruning. After the matching between all input fingercodes and the database fingercodes, and the acceptance/rejection decision has been made, the fitness value of each chromosome can be calculated from the combined true acceptance and true rejection rates expressed in percent. In this investigation, 400 fingerprint images are collected from 40 individuals where each individual contributes ten fingerprints. During a genetic algorithm run, 300 fingerprints from 30 individuals are retained within the user database while the other 100 fingerprints from the remaining ten individuals are used as fingerprints from intruders. All 400 fingerprints are transformed into fingercodes using the feature extraction procedure where the decisions to accept or reject the input fingercodes are subsequently made. It is noted that the fingerprint database remains unchanged throughout the genetic algorithm run, which in this case is repeated ten times with different initial populations. The parameter setting for the genetic algorithm is summarised in Table  1 . After all ten algorithm runs are completed, reduced fingercodes as represented by the best individuals from all runs, and three additional chromosomes, which are resulted from applying an AND function, an OR function and a majority vote rule to aligned bits of all ten best individuals are then tested or validated. The fingerprint databases used for validation also comprise of fingerprints taken from the original 400 fingerprints. However, all except one fingerprint sets for validation would be different from that used during the genetic algorithm runs. Nine newly created databases and the original database are utilised during the validation where the results are illustrated in Table 2 .
From Table 2 , it can be clearly seen that the use of a pruned or reduced fingercode leads to an improvement in recognition performance over the use of a full fingercode for at least 7% in overall. The highest improvement comes from the case of reduced fingercode obtained after using a majority vote rule where detailed results indicate that there are improvements in both fault acceptance and fault rejection rates. On the other hand, the reduced fingercodes that have the worst performance are the ones resulted from the use of AND and OR functions. These results can be interpreted as follows. With the application of a majority vote rule in deciding whether a feature should be maintained or removed from the fingercode, the effect of uncertainties due to the stochastic search nature of genetic algorithms on the overall optimisation result would be minimised. During each genetic algorithm run, the search is conducted in a manner that maximises the recognition efficacy. Since the search is a stochastic one and there may be more than one globally optimal reduced fingercode, the use of a majority vote rule would help maintaining necessary features detected in most or all runs while at the same time eliminating possible redundant features. This reason is supported by the results where AND and OR functions are used, which indicate that there is no significant gain in recognition performance over the use of a reduced fingercode obtained from a typical genetic algorithm run. With the application of an OR function, the resulting fingercode would contain both necessary features and some redundant features while with the use of an AND function, some crucial features may be left out since they are not present in all best individuals. These two phenomena would have caused a reduction in the recognition performance. 
MODIFICATION OF THE MATCHING MECHANISM USING GENETIC PROGRAMMING AND DISCUSSIONS
In the original work by Jain et al. [8] and the investigation so far, the decision to accept or reject input fingercode is based on whether the best-matching norm is within the threshold or not. In this section, the calculation of 1-norm will be replaced by the mathematical function or operation evolved by genetic programming (GP). Nonetheless, the output from the evolved function will still be compared with the threshold during the decisionmaking procedure. Since the use of a reduced fingercode generated by a majority vote rule has proven to produce the current best result, all features from this reduced fingercode will be used as a part of terminal set. The terminal set is thus made up from preset constant values and the absolute differences between the input features and the corresponding features from a reduced fingercode in the database. It is noted that the best-matching fingercode in the database is the one that the GP-evolved function returns the minimum value. The parameter setting for the genetic programming is summarised in Table 3 . Similar to the approach presented in the previous section, ten databases are also used during the validation where the results are displayed in Table 4 . The genetic programming results are produced using the best individual among all ten runs. From Table 4 , it can be clearly seen that the replacement of 1-norm by the GPgenerated function leads to a further improvement in terms of the recognition efficacy, fault acceptance rate and fault rejection rate from that achieved earlier. This also implies that the use of mathematical functions other than a norm function may be more suitable to the fingercode system. It is noticeable that the system performance is highest in the case of the first validation set, where it is also the data set used during the evolution of a matching function using genetic programming. This in general is true in most pattern recognition applications.
